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r space. Once we enter cyberspace,
ules of our world, as we experience it,
? to hold true. Like cinema, there is no
(except a backlit screen), no gravity,
imate, no material relevance, no conand no sensory perceptions, except
and sight. Within this context, a
tpled piece of paper could Just as easily
uerged to create a building or equally,
tewer could shrink to enter the- tiny
ces of a rock formation to inhabit the
csccptc terrain. All such actions are
ant and all such actions will create
,sures of some form or the other.
? are infinite possibilities and there
iftnlte freedoms. These freedoms are
the physical conception of the world
� inhabit it as well as from the mor: world as we know it. While there is
Jle different conversation to be had
: moralistic and societal freedoms in
.ber world, I limit this conversation to
-ryslcal and sensory world.
SPACE AND CONTEXT

considering the ideas of site and context
ventually time in this space, I assume
arcing point of space as a Tabula Rasa
! any action occurs within this space, it
>0rtant to consider its properties, just
I architect would a site. Except here, I am
to question the most basic of ideas of
and its meaning.
To begin, there needs to be a forion of the rules of space and for argus sake, I will propose to work within
dimensionally represented Cartesian
;. In Euclidean and Cartesian space
s, there are three axes and directionPerception and experience of space
the laws of perspective: a vanishing
along one, two or three axes. From
geometries have emerged means of
ng the world as we know it and these
nnes have laid down the ground for
!Ctural and scientific enquiry in the
n world through history. And when
ering the sensory world, for most of
-se laws dictate the logic of space to
sre are, of course, newer ideas of space
m't subscribe to the Cartesian ideas of
iut a large part of that thinking relates
conception of the universe more
y. Here, I keep us within the more
m understanding of space.
Given that the experience of virtual
s both visual and temporal as we move
h it, I borrow from the most basic
tric square grid to establish a context
proposition. The grid is square, it is
i and has no scale. The one main thing
d does is to lay out a logic of space,
rencing its own component squares
tion and proximity to each other
tte a sense of infinity and through
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perspective a sense of distance. A grid has
been used to map existing and imagined terrains, the square grid has been employed to
survey maps of the world and these square
grids remain in use for mapping exercises.
It also remains a key guide in drafting and
visual representation in the form of graphs.
In this sense of mapping, the logic of geometry alludes to a field of events and space.
The grid, while establishing a context for the project, does so while establishing a completely neutral context allowing
for what is proposed on it to relate mostly to
itself. If there is nothing that exists prior to
the grid in cyberspace, then the only context
that is established in this space has to be the
absence of a context within this space. For
this project to recreate existing contexts, or
to create imagined contexts, goes against
the logic of this virtual space. Instead, the
proposition is that this space can only refer
to itself and the art that Inhabits these propositions. The viewer brings to this space
their own personal context but this space
does not aim to define anything beyond the
grid, the proposition and the art.
The only object that appears within
this space as a representation of the sensory world is the image of the art and how
it has to be seen.
MATERIALITY

The only materiality that can inhabit this
proposed cyberspace is the lack of materiality. The logic of the space is defined
by the three dimensions (X, Y and Z axes)
which manifest themselves in the form
of a point, a line and plane (two dimensions) and volume (in three dimension).
These may present themselves as lines or
planes, however, beyond this, there does
not exist any Inherent materiality within
cyberspace.
Having established the spatial
and material parameters of the project
space, it is important to think about the
actual propositions that will inhabit this
space. If I am to think about the purpose of
buildings and structures, I begin to question the significance and relevance of the
functional aspects of architecture within
cyberspace. The need for shelter, security,
intimacy, privacy, protection and several
other roles that architecture plays, within
the sensory world, become irrelevant
within this constructed space. There are,
of course, arguments for the role of architecture as cultural symbols and signs that
make the representational form of building go beyond a utilitarian role and hold
larger societal meaning. But here, let us
consider a cyberspace that could be imagined independently from existing cultural
knowledge of architecture.
So, if a building does not need to
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fulfil its traditional role, what is its meaning within this new spatial order?

PROCESS PROPOSITION
The process of a typical construction
intended architectural project could broadly
be outlined as consisting of five essential
steps: the brief; the idea and concept as
response to the brief, the planning of the
proposition; the realisation and finally, the
utilisation of the built form. Several projects don't make it past the first two steps,
a few go through to the third and fewer still
all the way to the end. These steps apply to
almost all new build architectural projects.
The brief is the intention of a building, a narrative structure that sets out a
series of goals that need to be satisfied. The

idea and the concept as a response to the
brief is the first visual conceptualisation of
the design intent, the concept is the architectural spatial proposition. This can be in
the form of a plan, a sketch of a volume or
even an emotive scribble. Following this,
models are prepared and technical drawings
that become the means of communicating
the actualisation of the intent, the actual
construction of the building, that leads to its
final intended or unintended utilisation of
the built form.
However, in virtual space, there
is no construction of a building in cyberspace. The limits of the planning stage are
defined by a stripped down version of modelling and drawing intended only to create
purely visual virtual structures. In a sense,
the construction and the planning stage
collapse into one relatively simplified stage.
Given the basic structure of the architectural process, the sequence of an architectural process intended for virtual space
begins to open up different possibilities.

THE SKETCH AS THOUGHT
STRUCTURE
This project, therefore, is grounded in the
sketch - the purest idea of an architectural
intention. The sketch is the first draft of a
built intent. It inherently carries within it
a tentativeness and proposition. A thought
struggles with ideas of proportion, proposition and volume and it becomes the
testing ground for shifting ideas. Often a
single sketch can hold within it all of these
thoughts simultaneously.
The sketch as a symbol for architects (and other creative fields) holds
meaning of exploration, intent, thought
and tentativeness. As a mark on paper, it is
created within its own context and remains
a thought that is layered with progressive
clarity until a drawing of the intent is created or the final work is created.
Cyber-architecture is the thought
of the sketch, the proposition of thought
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and intent. The new creations within
cyberspace have to be considered as zones
of thought and intent rather than representational volumes.
Sketches overlay lines. Sketches
create wireframe drawings of potentially
solid objects. These wireframe sketches
can exist as virtual buildings in cyberspace as 'Thought buildings' and 'Thought
structures'. In its proposed formulation,
this project aims to work with the idea of
the wirefrap,e sketch that inhabits the grid
and follows the perspectival logic of viewing. Works of art are housed within these
wireframe structures. Historically, development of the virtual world has moved
towards bringing material and formal
symbols from the sensory world into the
virtual world. However, in a space where
none of the rules of this sensory world
apply, we are forced to question the foundational constructs of decision making.
Thus, this project attempts to
explore material freedom by working
purely in lines and planes and the resulting outlines of intent of a space without
any materiality. Tentativeness can be captured within a singular proposition, just as
thought moves back and forth weighing up
the pros and cons of an idea. This project
also attempts to explore what the meaning
of capturing time within a proposal could
be. A sketch captures thought over time
but a final building may select only some
of the propositions of that sketch as it gets
realised. But when the sketch becomes a
proposition in itself, it embodies ideas of
time like a building could never do. This is
an exploration of that temporality and its
manifestation in virtual space.
When the absolute fundamental
values of space, time, materiality, thought
processes and the sensory world are questioned, the possibility of designing in the
virtual world for the virtual world begins
to allow for a range of new ways and new
processes whose surface we've only begun
to scratch. From that starting point, I propose to place a thought of an enclosure
in the form of a sketch within this virtual
Tabula Rasa. 111
Possible Worlds is on ongoing exploration by
the artist and architect Marland Khoslo in
collaboration with other artists from around
the world. The first two editions of this series
were done in collaboration with the artists
Jitish Kai/at and Reena Saini Kol/at. The
upcoming third edition is a collaborative
converscnon with the artist Perry Chen. The
previous editions are viewable on the Nature
MorteGollerywebsite - https://viewingroom.
naturemorte,com/possibleworlds2
Morland Plans to work on another 4
editions in the coming year.

